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The 24” ShoreJax will come palletized as shown in Figure 1.

Place an identifying mark on each piece as shown in Figure 2. Sidewalk chalk would be an effective way to mark the units.
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Fit the two pieces from Figure 2 together as shown in Figure 3

Figure 3

To make a single row of the ShoreJax, nest them together with the marking on each unit facing the same direction as shown in Figure 4

Figure 4
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Figure 5

To make a two dimensional array of the ShoreJax, once again align the mark in the same direction and place the two rows as shown above in Figure 5.
To make a 3 dimensional array, once again line up the rows of ShoreJax as was done in Figures 4 & 5 and add the row on top of the side by side rows. This is called a 2-1 stacking. A 3-2-1 stack is accomplished similar manner to the 2-1 stack. The key is marking each ShoreJax and keeping the marks all going in the same direction.